
 

LACSEG GUIDANCE NOTE 2011/12 
 
Summary 
 
1. This note outlines how LACSEG will be allocated in 2011/12. We have 
balanced the need to ensure that academies’ funding for local authority 
responsibilities continues to reflect the level of that funding, with the desire to 
avoid undue change just for one year given our commitment to review the 
whole school and academy funding system for 2012-13 onwards.  
 
2. We will, therefore, be retaining the same methodology as for 2010/11, 
using local authorities’ section 251 budget statements for 2010-11, except 
that: 
 

• All academies will be funded on the same basis. Traditional 
academies have previously been funded wholly on the basis of local 
authorities’ gross expenditure. This resulted in them being double 
funded for income which comes from schools and parents (for 
example for outdoor education), and which the academy would, 
therefore, be able to generate as well. The published 2010/11 
LACSEG rates for new converters already show net figures for 
relevant budget lines, and this will be applied to traditional 
academies as well from 2011/12; 

• There is a reduction on the LA budget LACSEG element. This will 
be in line with the reduction in formula grant from the Department 
for Communities and Local Government (CLG) to LAs between 
2010-11 and 2011-12. It will be applied to the figure calculated for 
each LA’s 2010-11 spend; 

• Centrally retained school improvement grants have been excluded 
from LACSEG. These end after 2010-11, but would still have been 
built into 2011/12 LACSEG otherwise because of the time lag. It 
would be inequitable to continue to include these in the 
circumstances. The exception will be the non-devolved part of the 
School Development Grant within the Schools Budget (line 1.6.1 in 
the budget statement), as this will be within the Dedicated Schools 
Grant alongside the other mainstreamed grants and which will be 
paid directly to academies in 2011/12. 

3. The schools budget element of LACSEG remains at the level in the 
LA’s 2010-11 budget statement. This reflects the overall school funding 
settlement, which is flat cash per pupil. 
 
4. A table and ready reckoner showing the allocations for 2011/12 by LA 
will shortly be published at Academy funding - The Department for Education. 
This will enable academies to estimate their LACSEG allocation. Details of the 
calculation are shown below. 
 
5. It is important to note that LACSEG has never previously been 
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protected, because we have seen it as reflecting, and changing with, the local 
authority’s spend on education from year to year. We do, however, recognise 
that these changes will lead to significant reductions for some academies. We 
are, therefore, introducing some protection for the first time that will ensure 
that no Academy’s LACSEG allocation is more than 10% less than what it 
would have been under the old methodology. The protection will apply to all 
academies which have converted by the end of August 2011, as all these will 
have received at least some 2010/11 LACSEG and planned their budgets 
accordingly. 
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Technical Note - Method used by Department for Education (DfE) to 
calculate the LACSEG unit of funding 

Introduction 
 
1. Local Authority Central Spend Equivalent Grant (LACSEG) is paid to 
academies in recognition of the fact that as independent schools they no 
longer receive a number of services from local authorities (LAs), and must 
make appropriate provision for themselves.  This is calculated by taking 
relevant central expenditure data from Table 1 of Section 251 statements, in 
both the Schools Budget and the LA Budget, and dividing it by the relevant 
number of pupils to obtain a per-pupil figure.  In the annexes to this note, 
the expenditure categories covered by LACSEG are identified.  Also identified 
are the expenditure categories NOT covered by LACSEG.  Some of these are 
not included because the LA continues to provide the service for academy 
pupils: examples are home-to-school transport and individually assigned 
special educational needs (SEN) resources.  Others are not included because 
they have no relevance to academy operations.  Examples of these are 
private and voluntary sector early years provision and education otherwise 
than at school. 
 
Recoupment 
 
2. Funding for the Schools Budget portion of LACSEG will be recovered 
from LAs' Dedicated Schools Grant (DSG) allocations in 2011-12 through 
recoupment using a methodology which will be included in a note for Local 
Authorities published in February.  
  
3. The LA budget element for the number of academies expected to 
convert in 2011-12 and 2012-13 has been topsliced within the CLG settlement 
to LAs and there will, therefore, be no further adjustments to LA funding as 
conversions take place. 
 
LACSEG Methodology 
 
4. Two LACSEG units of funding are calculated. The first is for general 
funding while the second is for pupils with SEN but without statements. 
 
5. The planned expenditure data is taken at 22nd November 2010 from 
Table 1 of the financial year 10-11 Section 251 Budget statement while the 
pupil numbers are taken from the January 2010 school census data. 
 
6. For the general LACSEG the total full time equivalent (FTE) numbers 
of pupils in primary, secondary and special schools for each LA are used.  In 
calculating the SEN LACSEG, the headcount number of School Action or 
School Action Plus pupils for each LA in primary and secondary schools are 
used.  
 
7. Each line of planned expenditure listed in Table 1 of the financial year 
2010-11 Section 251 Budget lines is deemed to be either relevant or not 
relevant to an academy.  The full list of Table 1 lines that are deemed relevant 
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is shown in Annex A. 
 
8. The Table 1 lines are also split into two groups.  These are from either 
the Schools Budget or LA Budget.  For reference to which lines are 
designated as either Schools Budget or LA Budget, refer to Annex A. 
 
9. For each relevant line, the default is to select gross planned 
expenditure as the academy should receive similar funding to that received by 
maintained schools.  Net planned expenditure would be used only if the 
planned expenditure is supported by income originating from schools 
themselves or parents/pupils, or relates to external funding that is clearly for 
another purpose. 
 
10. If funding within a particular Table 1 line for an LA is considered to be 
high in error, an adjustment may be made to remove funding that is deemed 
inappropriate for academies. The adjustments will be published with the table 
and ready reckoner.  
 
11. For line 1.5.3. “School Admissions”, a flat rate primary and secondary 
per FTE pupil is used and is set at the same amount for all LAs.  The primary 
and secondary rate per FTE pupil is £8.15 and £8.23 respectively.   
 
12. When using the gross figure for the relevant Table 1 line, the primary or 
secondary gross figure will be used if possible.  When this breakdown is not 
available on Table 1, a proportion for the relevant phase of the total gross 
funding is used. This is derived from the percentage of total FTE pupils in 
maintained primary, secondary and special schools for the LA. 
  
13. When required, the net figure is calculated by subtracting a proportion 
of the income from the gross figure for that phase. The proportion of income 
to be used will be the gross for that phase divided by the total gross, 
e.g. Net secondary = Gross secondary - (income  x  gross secondary/gross). 
 
14. The final LACSEG unit of funding is calculated by summing all the 
relevant Table 1 lines for primary and then dividing by the number of primary 
FTE pupils. The SEN LACSEG unit of funding is calculated by taking the 
funding in line 1.2.2, which is “provision for pupils with SEN, provision not 
included in line 1.2.1” for primary, and dividing this by the total number of 
School Action and School Action Plus pupils in primary maintained schools in 
the LA.  The equivalent LACSEG secondary figures are calculated using 
secondary data.   
 
15. No uplift is applied to the Schools Budget lines to reflect the school 
funding settlement, which is overall flat cash per pupil. The LA budget lines 
are reduced to reflect the reduction in LA formula grant to local authorities 
between 2010-11 and 2011-12. 
 
16. Protection is then applied, so that no academy loses more than 10% 
under the new methodology compared to what it would have received in 
2011/12 under the methodology used to calculate its LACSEG in the previous 
financial year. As noted above, there were different methodologies for 
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traditional and converter academies in 2010/11, and the protection will take 
into account the relevant starting position for each type. The protection will 
apply to all those which have converted by the end of August 2011, as they 
will have received at least part of the 2010/11 LACSEG and will, therefore, 
have already planned budgets on this basis. The new rates will apply on an 
unprotected basis to all academies converting from 1 September 2011 
onwards. 
 
 
 
Department for Education 
13th December 2010 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

ANNEX A – FY10-11 Section 251 Budget Table 1 Lines 
 
Item Section 251 Budget  Table 1 2010-11 LACSEG 

Relevant 
Gross/ 
Net if 
Applicable 

School 
Budget 
(SB)/LA 
Budget 
(LA) Split 

Academy notes 

1 SCHOOLS BUDGET     
1.0.1 Individual Schools Budget N  SB Academies receive an equivalent School Budget Share. 

1.0.2 School Standards Grant - Maintained Schools N  SB Paid separately to academies in 2011-12 as a transitional year. 

1.0.3 School Standards Grant - Pupil Referral Units N  SB For PRUs only.  

1.0.4 School Standards Grant (Personalisation) - Maintained Schools  N  SB Paid separately to academies in 2011-12 as a transitional year 

1.0.5 School Standards Grant (Personalisation) - Pupil Referral Units N  SB For PRUs only.  

1.0.6 School Development Grant N  SB Paid separately to academies in 2011-12 as a transitional year. 

1.0.7 Other Standards Fund Allocation - Devolved N  SB Paid separately to academies in 2011-12 as a transitional year 

1.0.8 Threshold and Performance Pay (Devolved) N  SB Now included in the School Budget Share or paid separately 
within GAG depending on how LA allocates it to its maintained 
schools. 

1.0.9 Expenditure for the Free Entitlement in PVI providers (funded by the 
LA) 

N  SB   

1.0.10 Central expenditure on education of children under 5s N  SB LA function. 

1.1.1 Support for schools in financial difficulty N  SB Arrangements for academies in financial difficulties would be 
subject to individual consideration. 

1.1.2 School-specific contingencies N  SB Not applicable for academies. 
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Item Section 251 Budget  Table 1 2010-11 LACSEG 
Relevant 

Gross/ 
Net if 
Applicable 

School 
Budget 
(SB)/LA 
Budget 
(LA) Split 

Academy notes 

1.1.3 Early years contingency N  SB  

1.2.1 Provision for pupils with SEN (including assigned resources)  N  SB Paid directly to academies by local authorities for pupils with 
individually assigned resources. 

1.2.2 Provision for pupils with SEN, provision not included in line 1.2.1 Y Gross SB This is non-delegated centrally retained funded for support 
services for statemented and non- statemented pupils whether 
supported by the LA or commissioned externally and planned 
expenditure funded by YPLA and is therefore relevant to 
academies. 

1.2.3 Support for inclusion N  SB Support for inclusion between maintained and special schools, 
not relevant to academies. 

1.2.4 Fees for pupils with SEN at independent special schools & abroad N  SB Expenditure on the payment of fees in respect of pupils with 
special educational needs at independent schools or non-
maintained special schools, academies cannot charge fees so 
not relevant. 

1.2.5 SEN transport N  SB An LA function/ responsibility. 

1.2.6 Fees to independent schools for pupils without SEN N  SB Expenditure on the payment of fees in respect of pupils at 
independent schools. Academies cannot charge fees so not 
relevant. 

1.2.7 Inter-authority recoupment N  SB Estimated expenditure and income received in relation to 
transactions between authorities in accordance with regulations 
made under sections 493 or 494 of the 1996 Act or section 207 of 
the 2002 Act (recoupment between authorities).  Not relevant to 
academies. 

1.2.8 Contribution to combined budgets  N  SB Contribution to pooled budgets eg social services; N/A to 
academies. 

1.3.1 Pupil Referral Units N  SB Academies do not provide for education at Pupil Referral Units. 
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Item Section 251 Budget  Table 1 2010-11 LACSEG 
Relevant 

Gross/ 
Net if 
Applicable 

School 
Budget 
(SB)/LA 
Budget 
(LA) Split 

Academy notes 

1.3.2 Behaviour Support Services Y Gross SB Academies can buy back from the LA service. The cost of 
providing or purchasing specialist behaviour support services, 
both advisory and teaching. 

1.3.3 Education out of school N  SB LA covers the cost of education out of school. 

1.3.4 14 - 16 More practical learning options Y Gross SB Relevant to academies as they are likely to incur expenditure in 
this area. 

1.4.1 School Meals  - nursery, primary and special schools Y Net SB Funding outside of the SBS for primary or Nursery Meals. 

1.4.2 Free school meals -  eligibility Y Gross SB Relevant as academies need to be able to assess eligibility or 
buy in from LA. 

1.4.3 Milk Y Net SB Relevant for academies with a Primary Phase. 

1.4.4 School kitchens  -  repair and maintenance Y Gross SB Relevant, all academies have a Kitchen. 

1.5.1 Insurance N  SB Paid separately within GAG. 

1.5.2 Museum and Library Services Y Gross SB Academies should receive funding for museum and galleries and 
Primary Libraries services on same basis as LA-maintained 
schools. 

1.5.3 School admissions Y N/A SB Academies incur costs on the admissions process. 

1.5.4 Licences/subscriptions  Y Gross SB Academies incur costs, like LA-maintained schools, on software 
licences, etc. 

1.5.5 Miscellaneous (not more than 0.1% total of net SB) Y Gross SB Same entitlement as LA-maintained schools for funding to meet 
any other costs. 
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Item Section 251 Budget  Table 1 2010-11 LACSEG 
Relevant 

Gross/ 
Net if 
Applicable 

School 
Budget 
(SB)/LA 
Budget 
(LA) Split 

Academy notes 

1.5.6 Servicing of schools forums N  SB LA Responsibility. 
1.5.7 Staff costs - supply cover (not sickness) Y Gross SB Included for academies.  

1.5.8 Supply cover - long term sickness Y Gross SB Included for academies.  

1.5.9 Termination of employment costs Y Gross SB Included for academies.  
1.6.1 School Development Grant - Non-Devolved Y Gross SB Included because School Development Grant has been 

mainstreamed into DSG. 

1.6.2 Other Standards Fund Allocation - Non-Devolved N  SB Excluded because DfE central school grants have ended 

1.6.3 Other Specific Grants N  SB Excluded because DfE central school grants have ended 

1.6.4 Performance Reward Grant N  SB Grant has ended 

1.7.1 Capital Expenditure from Revenue (CERA) (Schools) N  SB This is the LA's Capital expenditure from revenue account and 
not relevant to academy funding. 

1.7.2 Prudential borrowing costs N  SB Not relevant to academies as not allowed to borrow. 

1.8.1 TOTAL SCHOOLS BUDGET       

2 OTHER EDUCATION AND COMMUNITY BUDGET       
  SPECIAL EDUCATION        
2.0.1 Educational Psychology Service N  LA 

 
Not included as the provision of an educational psychology 
service is a statutory responsibility of the Local Authority. 

2.0.2 SEN administration, assessment and co-ordination N  LA 
 

Expenditure on identification and assessment of children with 
SEN and the making, maintaining and reviewing of statements 
under sections 321 to 331 of the 1996 Act, which is a LA 
responsibility. 
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Item Section 251 Budget  Table 1 2010-11 LACSEG 
Relevant 

Gross/ 
Net if 
Applicable 

School 
Budget 
(SB)/LA 
Budget 
(LA) Split 

Academy notes 

2.0.3 Therapies and other health related services Y Gross LA LA meets cost of any additional special medical support needed 
at LA-maintained schools - academies usually need to meet such 
costs themselves. 

2.0.4 Parent partnership, guidance and information N  LA Expenditure in connection with the provision of parent partnership 
services or other guidance and information to the parents of 
pupils with special educational needs which, in relation to pupils 
at a school maintained by the authority, is in addition to the 
information usually provided by the governing bodies of such 
schools. Also arrangements made by the authority with a view to 
avoiding or resolving disagreements with the parents of children 
with special educational needs.   

2.0.5 Monitoring of SEN provision N  LA 
 

LA expenditure on the monitoring and accountability functions of 
the SEN core teams and support services, including support for 
school self-evaluation.  Also the proportion of time devoted to 
SEN and other inclusion activities by inspectors and advisers in 
the LA’s school improvement team.   

2.0.6 Total Special Education       
  Learner Support       
2.1.1 Excluded pupils    N  LA An LA responsibility.   

2.1.2 Pupil support Y Gross LA Provision and administration of clothing grants and board and 
lodging grants, where such expenditure is not supported by grant. 

2.1.3 Home to school transport: SEN transport expenditure N  LA An LA statutory responsibility. 

2.1.4 Home to school transport: other home to school transport 
expenditure 

N  LA An LA responsibility. 

2.1.5 Home to post-16 provision transport: SEN/LLDD transport 
expenditure (aged 16-18) 

N  LA N/A. 

2.1.6 Home to post-16 provision transport: SEN/LLDD transport N  LA N/A. 
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Item Section 251 Budget  Table 1 2010-11 LACSEG 
Relevant 

Gross/ 
Net if 
Applicable 

School 
Budget 
(SB)/LA 
Budget 
(LA) Split 

Academy notes 

expenditure (aged 19-25) 
2.1.7 Home to post-16 provision transport: other home to post-16 transport 

expenditure 
N  LA N/A. 

2.1.8 Education Welfare Service Y Gross LA Academies are funded to give them the option of providing such 
services in house, buying in services or using the LA services in 
this area. 

2.1.9 School improvement Y Gross LA  

2.1.10 Total Learner Support       
  ACCESS       
2.2.1 Asset management - education Y Net LA Academies incur costs like LA-maintained schools on the 

planning and maintenance of their capital programmes. 

2.2.2 Supply of school places N  LA A LA responsibility - Expenditure on planning and managing the 
supply of school places, including the preparation of School 
Organisation Plans pursuant to section 26 of the 1998 Act and 
expenditure in relation to the establishment, alteration or 
discontinuance of schools pursuant to Chapter II of Part II of the 
1998 Act and section 70 of the 2002 Act, or section 113A of the 
2000 Act (section 72 of 2002), and schedule 7A to, the 2000 Act; 
school organisation committees. 

2.2.3 Music services (not Standards Fund supported) Y Net LA Academies are funded to give them the option of providing such 
services in house, buying in services or using the LA services in 
this area. 

2.2.4 Visual and performing arts (other than music) Y Net LA Academies are funded to give them the option of providing such 
services in house, buying in services or using the LA services in 
this area. 

2.2.5 Outdoor Education including Environmental and Field Studies (not 
sports) 

Y Net LA 
 

Academies are funded to give them the option of providing such 
services in house, buying in services or using the LA services in 
this area. 

2.2.6 Total Access       
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Item Section 251 Budget  Table 1 2010-11 LACSEG 
Relevant 

Gross/ 
Net if 
Applicable 

School 
Budget 
(SB)/LA 
Budget 
(LA) Split 

Academy notes 

7 Local Authority Education Functions       
7.0.1 Statutory / Regulatory Duties  Y Net LA 

 
Some costs incurred by Academies under this heading. 

7.0.2 Premature retirement costs / Redundancy costs  Y Gross LA Costs may be incurred by academies under this heading. 

7.0.3 Existing Early Retirement Costs (commitments entered into by 
31/3/99) 

N  LA No such agreements exist in academies. 

7.0.4 Residual pension liability (e.g. FE, Careers Service, etc.) N  LA For ex–FE college staff; ex-career service staff; ex-teacher 
training institute staff; and the London Pensions Fund Authority 
levy.  N/A to academies. 

7.0.5 Joint use arrangements N  LA Any funding for Joint use arrangements involving academies is 
funded separately. 

7.0.6 Insurance N  LA Paid Separately within GAG. 
7.0.7 Monitoring national curriculum assessment Y Gross LA Academies must cover costs arising from an obligation under 

Funding Agreement to undertake National Curriculum 
Assessments. 

7.0.8 Total Local Authority Education Functions       
  Specific Grants        
7.1.1 School Development Grant - non-devolved N  LA Excluded because DfE central school grants have ended 

7.1.2 Other Standards Fund Allocation - non-devolved N  LA Excluded because DfE central school grants have ended 

7.1.3 Other Specific Grant N  LA  

7.1.4 Total Specific Grants       
7.2.1 Capital Expenditure from Revenue (CERA) (LA Education 

Functions) 
N  LA 

 
This is the LA's Capital expenditure from revenue account and 
not relevant to academy funding. 
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